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Horton, w. (lnst. Fusion Studies, Univ. Texas) 
A new nonlinear electromagnetic gyroki-
netic equation is derived for plasmas with large 
flow velocities on the order of the ion ther-
mal speed [1,2]. The lowest-order flow veloc-
i ty Vo is related to the electric field Eo by 
Eo + ~ Vo x B = 0. We use the phase vari-
ables (x,w,/-L,~) in which the particle posi-
tion x is observed from the laboratory frame 
while the particle kinetic energy w, the mag-
netic moment /-L, and the gyrophase ~ are de-
fined in terms of the velocity v' _ v - Vo 
in the moving frame as w = !ma (V' )2, /-L = 
ma(v~)2/(2B),and v~/v~ = e1cos~+e2sin~, 
where (e1' e2, b - B/ B) are unit vectors which 
forms a right-handed orthogonal system at 
h . t d I I b + I ·th I I b eac pOIn, an v = vII v..L WI VII = v· . 
The lowest-order distribution function fao for 
the species a is independent of thegyrophase 
e, 0 fao/ o~ = 0, and satisfies 
[(Vo + v11b) . \7 + (~~) o:w ] fao 
Ca(fao) , 
where Ca represents the collision operator, and 
(dw/dt)o = -ma Vo· VVo· bVII + CaE1 . bVII '-
ma(VII)2b . VVo . b - !ma(V~)2(V . Vo - b . 
VVo . b). Here, the magnetic moment is con-
served along the lowest-order guiding center or-
bit, (d/-L / dt)o = 0, where -:- - f ·d~ /27r denotes 
the gyrophase average. 
The gyrokinetic ordering employed here for 
the turbulent fluctuations is written in terms 
of the ordering parameter 8 Pal L (Pa: the 
gyroradius,,, L: the equilibrium gra?ient scale 
length) as fa/fa f"V cacp/Ta I"V cavTalAI/(cTa) f"V 
kll/k..L f"V (w - k..L . Vo)/fl a f"V 8, where (w -
k..L . V 0) denotes the characteristic frequency 
observed in the moving frame. The character-
istic parallel and perpendicular wavenumbers 
are given by kll f"V L -1 and k..L f"V p;;l, respec-
ti vely. In the presence of the large flow V 0 on 
the order of the ther111al speed, the first-order 
guiding center drift velocity v da is given by 
Vda = C/-LB(V x B) . bb + _c_b x [/-LV B 
ea eaB 
+ ma(vII?b . Vb + Ca V<P1 + ma Vo . VVo 
+ mavllb. VVo + mavIIVO . Vb]. 
The fluctuating part of the distribution func-
tion is written as 
" (" 1 " ) 0 fao fa(x) = ea cp(x) - ~ Vo . A(x) Ow 
+ ea [{ ~(x) - ~(Vo + v11b) . A(X)} - "ba(X) 1 
ofao " 
x BO/-L + ha(X), 
where X x - Pa denotes the po-
sition of the guiding center, ~a(X) 
(~(X + Pa) - ~(Vo + v') . A(X + Pa) )x' and 
(·)x represents the gyrophase average with X 
fixed. Finally, the nonadiabatic part ha of the 
fluctuating distribution function is determined 
by the gyrokinetic equation, 
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